
Good Morning 3 Carroll! 

I do hope you are all keeping well! I am thinking about you all as I plan your next week’s work. 

Mrs Chima and I decided that it would be really nice for you to do something that we often do 

not have enough time for in school and that is a project on a country of your choice. We did 

manage it a few years ago and the children really liked being able to research and investigate 

for themselves without being told exactly what to do. Learning independently and discovering 

things by yourself can be very satisfying. You will be working more on that next week. Collect as 

much information as you can, before putting your leaflet together. You have time to do a really 

good standard of work.  

I expect that you have completed this week’s work by now; remember to try on your own first 

and then ask if you need help. Did you remember all the report features for the writing task? 

I hope you are being helpful to your parents and siblings…no arguing! Isn’t it hard staying 2m 

away from people? When I go for my walk with Juno, if we see anyone, they are very polite 

about it! At least the lovely weather means that we can go in our gardens if we are lucky 

enough to have one. 

You can spend some time practising counting money and playing at shops so you are able to 

give change correctly. Another top tip is to learn to tell the time. Don’t forget to practise your 

hand writing!      

Here is a poem that made me smile today 

A baby Sardine 

Saw her first submarine: 

She was scared and watched through a peephole. 

“Oh come, come, come,” 

Said the sardine’s mum, 

“ It’s only a tin full of people!”  

Perhaps you could draw a picture to go with it. I wonder who the poet is??? 

I will write to you again next week, stay safe and be good 

Love from  

Mrs Walker   

P.S.  Mrs Flower and Miss Devshi also says “Hello” 


